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We should give more room 

to Particle Physics and 

relate it with others topics



Key Ideas

We are building a model that reproduces reality, but the model is not the reality
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We have to build a new 
model that includes
all the observations



Why we are all here?
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Useful Material & Resources

● CERN

○ https://cern.ch/PER

○ https://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/tong/particle.html

○ https://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/index.htm

● Youtube: PBS Space Time channel

○ https://www.youtube.com/c/pbsspacetime

● Quarknet Data Activities

○ https://quarknet.org/data-portfolio

● Perimeter Institute

○ https://resources.perimeterinstitute.ca/collections/lessn-compilations/products/beyond-the-atom-remodelling-

particle-physics?variant=17148738886

https://cern.ch/PER
https://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/tong/particle.html
https://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/index.htm
https://www.youtube.com/c/pbsspacetime
https://quarknet.org/data-portfolio
https://resources.perimeterinstitute.ca/collections/lesson-compilations/products/beyond-the-atom-remodelling-particle-physics?variant=17148738886
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Best Practice Example

- Cloud Chamber

- Black Box (PI)

- Masterclass - Particle Physics

- Quark Workbench

https://www.i2u2.org/elab/cms/cima-wzh/
https://web.quarknet.org/activities/qwbench/puzzle5.html
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Our Favorite Things

Physics memes (M)

Friendship (Gu)

Cooperation (Ju)

Importance of teachers (Ga)

Cool Physics Learning (Ja)
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Thank you for your attention!

Any questions?


